1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Virtual body illusions --- the perception that a fake or virtual body is one's own --- have attracted attention in psychology, neurology, neuroscience and philosophy ([@b0125], [@b0020], [@b0025]) as a tool to investigate the body image and bodily self-consciousness. The field originated in the induction of illusory ownership over artificial hands (so called *rubber hand illusion*) using physical hand models ([@b0030], [@b0240]), but has extended to inducing ownership over whole bodies ([@b0160]) and to employ virtual reality technology to more flexibly vary aspects of virtual bodies and experimental conditions ([@b0215], [@b0115]).

With regards to ownership over fake hands, several studies emphasized the sense of touch and reported outright effects of this modality even on implicit dimensions of the ownership experience: When the fake and real hand were stroked in synchrony and participants were later asked to point towards a certain point in space, they did so as if their hand was now located at the position of the fake hand ([@b0030], [@b0055], [@b0015], [@b0235]). Such effects of *proprioceptive drift* were not, or to a lesser extent, observed when the fake and real hand were stroked asynchronously, i.e. when visuo-tactile congruency was broken. Moreover, it was found that self-touch allowed for stronger feelings of ownership over a virtual hand compared to being touched by another person ([@b0080]).

Research on the illusory ownership over whole bodies further elaborated on the role of touch on the strength of the illusion. In one study ([@b0125]), participants saw a mannequin or their own body from behind using a head mounted display (HMD). If the back of the body presented in front of them was stroked synchronously with the physical back, participants reported the location of their self to drift towards the body seen in front of them. Furthermore, when participants were passively displaced after the stroking and subsequently asked to return to their initial position, they chose a position closer to the fake body after synchronous compared to asynchronous stroke, again demonstrating a drift in self-location also on a behavioral level. Interestingly, drifts in self-location can also occur in neurological conditions and were linked to the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) both in patients and in the healthy population ([@b0090]).

While these studies showed a drift in the location of the hand or the self as a result of an identification with a touched body or body part, relatively little is known about the role of tactile sensations for other aspects of the bodily self. Instead, several studies employing *full body ownership illusions* (where the artificial body is seen from a first-person-perspective, not a third-person-perspective) found that congruent visual perspective was sufficient to install the illusion, and congruent touch did not provide any further enhancement ([@b0220], [@b0135], [@b0165], [@b0095]). By contrast, [@b0155] as well as [@b0035] did find participants to report lower ownership over a virtual body after asynchronous touch. Here, however, the asynchronous condition was designed to be grotesquely asynchronous, with touch occuring at a visual distance of 7.5 cm or by providing no correlation between the real and virtual hand's movement whatsoever. Furthermore, synchronous and asynchronous experiences were alternated within each participant, possibly inducing effects of social desirability and questioning the generalizability towards more subtle experimental variations in between-group setups.

Importantly, most studies investigating body ownership did so by explicitly asking participants to state their sense of ownership on a scale or by adjusting the size of an aperture until a virtual body would fit through ([@b0165]). In some cases, heart-rate deceleration as response to a threat cue in the virtual reality was used as an implicit test of body ownership ([@b0220]). What remains mostly unexplored, however, is the influence of body ownership on action-related representations of the body known as body schema ([@b0250]). The concept of a (largely unconscious) body schema, which is widely agreed upon compared to the more vaguely defined notion of the (more conscious) body image, has fruitfully guided research in neurology and neuropsychology for decades, but has not yet been fully embraced in the study of virtual body illusions. A palpable example for the distinction between body image and body schema comes from patients suffering from Anorexia Nervosa (AN), a disorder which is known to encompass body representation disturbances ([@b0230]) and which may be alleviated using full body ownership illusions ([@b0100]). In an intriguing study by [@b0105], AN patients and (to a lesser extent) healthy controls overestimated their shoulder width when asked to draw its representation on a whiteboard -- a common measurement for the body image. A larger difference between AN patients and healthy controls was however found on an implicit behavioral task, in which participants had to pass through a narrow door-like opening. Here, AN patients rotated their shoulders in a manner consistent with having wider shoulders compared to healthy controls, demonstrating a tangible distortion in the unconscious body schema.

The present study generally follows the approach used by [@b0105], but transfers it to a virtual scenario in which (healthy) participants take ownership over a virtual body. The virtual body was designed to be more corpulent than the physical body for all participants -- an alteration which is known not to deteriorate the strength of the illusion ([@b0165]). In one experimental group, this distortion led to a reduced visuo-tactile congruency when participants touched their own hips or belly, while in the other group, we used a novel geometric procedure to keep visuo-tactile congruency intact in spite of an enlargement of the virtual body. We hypothesized that the experience of visuo-tactile congruency would lead to higher levels of body ownership. We furthermore hypothesized that this heightened level of ownership would be less evident in explicit measures, but rather become tangible in behavioral markers as a result of an updated body schema.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Forty participants (twenty female) took part in this study. The sample size and experimental procedure were determined a priori and were pre-registered (AsPredicted \#11746, see <https://aspredicted.org/8mj7g.pdf>). We used stratified sampling to achieve even distributions of gender in the two experimental groups. Specifically, we defined prior to the experiment that both experimental groups should consist of 10 female and 10 male participants. Participants from both genders were randomly assigned to one of the remaining experiment slots, 10 of which were reserved for each condition. For both genders separately, enrollment for the experiment was closed after a sufficient number of participants was tested. Two participants had a thinness grade 1 (Body Mass Index (BMI) = 17.58 and 18.36), which is defined as a BMI below 18.5 ([@b0120]). No participant had thinness grade 2 or 3 (BMI below 17 and 16, respectively). One participant had light adiposity (BMI = 31.91), defined as BMI above 30. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study conformed to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki (version 2008) and all participants provided written informed consent. Participants in the two experimental groups did not differ in age, weight, height, BMI, waist circumference, hip circumference, waist-to-hip-ratio (WHR) or shoulder width (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Demographics and body measures in the two experimental groups. VTC = visuo-tactile congruency. Groups were compared using a t-test for variables which are normally distributed (determined using the Shapiro--Wilk test) and using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for variables which are not normally distributed. Note: BMI = Body Mass Index, WHR = Waist-To-Hip Ratio. Age is measured in years, all body measures in cm.VTC lostVTC preservedRange$M$$\mathit{SD}$Range$M$$\mathit{SD}$Group comparisonAge\[20.00, 30.00\]24.152.68\[19.00, 28.00\]22.802.48*t*(38) = 1.65, *p* = .11BMI\[17.58, 31.91\]22.863.84\[19.03, 29.70\]22.732.69*W* = 183.00, *p* = .66WHR\[1.02, 1.44\]1.210.10\[0.97, 1.41\]1.200.11*t*(38) = 0.52, *p* = .61Hips\[82.00, 114.00\]98.058.62\[83.00, 114.00\]95.407.26*t*(38) = 1.05, *p* = .30Waist\[69.00, 111.00\]81.4510.91\[68.00, 112.00\]80.6511.97*W* = 215.00, *p* = .69  Shoulders\[38.00, 51.00\]44.254.48\[37.00, 51.00\]44.654.22*W* = 189.50, *p* = .79Weight\[45.00, 96.00\]68.0015.04\[53.00, 92.00\]68.1011.66*t*(38) = −0.02, *p* = .98Height\[155.00, 186.00\]171.758.93\[153.00, 186.00\]172.657.99*t*(38) = −0.34, *p* = .74

2.2. Apparatus and software {#s0020}
---------------------------

The VR equipment consisted of an HTC Vive system. The system's HMD had a resolution 2160 × 1200 pixels and a 110${^\circ}$ field of view. One HTC Vive tracker was tied to the participants' backs and one was tied to each foot in order to continously track their position and rotation in space, while the head and both hands were tracked by the HMD itself and the Vive controllers which participants held in their hands. We used a TPCAST Wireless Adapter instead of the standard cable to control communication between the VR system and the stimulus PC, allowing the participants to more freely move in the laboratory room. The area in the laboratory in which participants were able to move covered about 4.50 m × 4.80 m. Within this area, two tables were placed as obstacles.

The experimental software was developed using Unity 3D (unity3d.com). 16 virtual characters varying on gender, race and physical appearance were designed using Autodesk Character Generator (charactergenerator.autodesk.com/). Real-time motion capturing was achieved by mapping the positions of all trackers onto the virtual characters using an inverse kinematics algorithm ([@b0010], root-motion.com/). Proportions of the characters were adapted within Unity 3D using in-house software available at github.com/mariusrubo/Unity-Humanoid-AdjustProportions. This software allows to adapt a humanoid charater's total size, leg length, arm length, waist width and hip width, which is used here to align the proportions of a virtual avatar with those of a participant's physical body, but also to additionally make avatars more corpulent at the cost of visuo-tactile congruency. Distortions of Eucledian space in the virtual scenario were performed using in-house software available at github.com/mariusrubo/Unity-Vertex-Displacements and described in [@b0190]. This software allows to alter the proportions of a virtual body while keeping the coherence of the arrangement (i.e., the information on which body parts or objects are touching) in place, i.e. preserve visuo-tactile congruency. The underlying algorithm can be described as a lens effect displacing all points which make up the shape of an avatar (or, more generally, all points in a virtual scenario) within a certain range from the center of the lens. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates this effect schematically in 2D, Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides a mathematical description of the lens effect in 3D space, and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of the distortion effects obtained from the two different approaches as they can be observed in the virtual scenario.$$\overset{\rightarrow}{F}\left( x,y,z \right) = \left\{ \begin{aligned}
{s \cdot \overset{\rightarrow}{\mathit{PQ}} \cdot \sin\left( \left| \overset{\rightarrow}{\mathit{PQ}} \right| \cdot t \right)} & {{if}\mspace{6mu}\left( \left| \overset{\rightarrow}{\mathit{PQ}} \right| \cdot t \right) \leqslant \Pi} \\
\overset{\rightarrow}{\left( 0,0 \right)} & {otherwise} \\
\end{aligned} \right)$$wherePis the center of the lensQ= $\overset{\rightarrow}{\left( x,y,z \right)}$sdescribes the strength of the lens effecttdescribes an inverse of the size of the lens.Fig. 12D visualization of the space distortion effect. Red arrows indicate offsetting of points in the lens effect. The grid in (a) shows the effect of the lens on originally straight lines, which are bent but remain continuous. The schematic human body shown in (b) is adapted along the same logic in (c). Here, the lens effect results in the body appearing more corpulent, but the contact between the hand and the hip is preserved. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2Comparison of the two types of distortions used to make virtual avatars more corpulent compared to participants' physical bodies. In an intermediate step which is not visible to the participant, the participant's body posture (a) is matched on a virtual avatar with corresponding proportions (b). The avatar is then made more corpulent compared to the participant's physical body either by distorting the virtual body's torso (c), which results in the controllers intruding the avatar's hips (impaired visuo-tactile congruency), or by distorting Euclidean space (d), which displaces the controllers accordingly and thereby keeps visuo-tactile congruency intact.

The virtual scenario consisted of a copy of the real laboratory room, with the walls and tables positioned in space accordingly. This means that any action involving tracked objects resulted in a congruent action in the virtual scenario. For instance, if a (physical) controller was placed on one of the (physical) tables, the virtual controller representation matched this movement. Unlike the physical laboratory room, the virtual room was furthermore equipped with a mirror which allowed participants to view their entire virtual body and which could be switched on and off by the experimenter during the different phases of the experiment.

2.3. Procedure {#s0025}
--------------

Participants were invited to the laboratory individually and informed about the purpose of the study. The explanation given to the participants was accurate with the exception that they were misleadingly led to believe that the main outcome measure were sensations of balance problems during walking in virtual reality, although the true main outcome measure was their movement behavior. We decided to misguide participants in this respect due to considerations that an awareness of the true main outcome measure may lead some persons to deviate from their natural, unadulterated behavioral patterns.

Upon completing an informed consent form, participants were connected to the VR equipment. With all trackers in place, but not yet wearing the HMD, participants were instructed to walk around the two tables in the room in the shape of an "8", i.e. by first walking around the table on their right counter-clockwise, and then walking around the second table in the clockwise direction. This was performed three times, and then repeated in the reverse direction, resulting in a total of 6 orbits around both tables. Participants were told that the purpose of this warm-up phase was to allow them to make themselves familiar with the dimensions of the lab environment. While this is true, the warm-up phase also served as a baseline measurement for participants' movement behavior when not immersed in a virtual scenario (*baseline round*).

Next, participants additionally wore the HMD, which allowed them to view the virtual copy of the laboratory room, but no longer the real laboratory room. The experimenter chose an avatar which best resembled the participant's physical appearance in terms of gender, skin color, hair color and body shape. The avatar's position and body posture were aligned with the participant, but the avatar remained visible only on the experimenter's computer screen until the calibration was finished. In order to calibrate the avatar, participants were asked to stand up straight, stretch out their arms horizontally and to then touch their hips and their stomach with both controllers. The experimenter then adjusted the avatar's body proportions until each posture was precisely replicated. Note that in this procedure, the avatar's body dimensions are implicitly aligned with those of the participant. For instance, if the avatar is shorter compared to the participant, the inverse kinematics algorithm leads it to rise up onto its toes in order to bring its head to the same position as the participant. Conversely, if the avatar is taller, it will arch its back for the purpose of aligning its head with the participant, again giving the experimenter a manifest cue for readjusting the avatar's body dimensions until they precisely match the participant. The calibration furthermore included defining the body's center of mass in relation to the tracker placed on the back (which could not always be placed in the exact same spot depending on participants' clothing). The position of the body center was recorded at a rate of 60 Hz during the whole experiment (and reconstructed from the Vive tracker's position for the baseline round which took place prior to calibration). After the *calibration phase*, any touch of the participants' hips or belly with the controllers resulted in an according touch of the virtual avatar's hips or belly by the virtual controller representations, i.e. visuo-tactile congruency was installed.

In an additional and critical step, the avatar was made more corpulent compared to the participant's physical body in one of two ways: Either the avatar itself (i.e. its *mesh*) was deformed, which resulted in a loss of the previously achieved visuo-tactile congruency during touch of the hips or belly ($\mathit{VTClost}$), or a lens effect distorting Euclidean space as a whole was installed ($\mathit{VTCpreserved}$). Space distortion produced an effect indistinguishable from mesh distortion when the participants had their arms outstretched, but, by contrast, preserved visuo-tactile congruency in spite of the differences in proportion compared to the participant's physical body. For all participants, we chose the same coefficient *s* in the distortion algorithm described in Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We chose a coefficient which we had previously experienced to roughly result in a change in corpulence comparable to a change from one silhouette number to the next in a popular figure rating scale ([@b0040]). [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the extent to which avatars were made more corpulent in the present study. Post-hoc analysis revealed that, when viewed as a silhouette, each avatar gained 7.09% (*SD* = 0.71%) in area compared to when it was matched to the participant's actual body dimensions. Pearson correlation between silhouette sizes before and after being made more corpulent was *r* = .99, *p* = .001. For a comparison, we furthermore calculated spatial area of figures in the rating scheme by [@b0040]. Here, each figure increases, on average, by 8.31% when compared with the preceding silhouette number.Fig. 3Silhouettes of virtual avatars from four participants in the present study after they were aligned with the actual body dimensions in an intermediate step (inner outlines, dark red) and after they were made more corpulent (outer outlines; increase shown in light red). Avatar size increase was achieved using either a method preserving visuo-tactile congruency or using a method resulting in the loss of visuo-tactile congruency, but both procedures lead to identical increases in silhouette size in the shown body posture. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Distorting space as described in Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} algorithmically solves the problem of transferring body postures from one body to another while preserving self-contact --- a problem which naturally arises whenever proportions or posture of two bodies (i.e. the physical body and a virtual body) don't match. Take, for instance, the case of a person touching her physical hips while being immersed in a virtual scenario with body movements transferred to a virtual avatar. For the avatar to correspondingly touch its hips in a similar manner, thus installing visuo-tactile congruency in the participant, the avatar\'s hands and hips must be located in coordinates in the virtual space corresponding to coordinates in real space. This correspondence is, of course, most naturally achieved when the virtual body is matched to the participant's body both in terms of proportions and in terms of posture. If the avatar's hips are wider, more narrow or located above or below the participant's hips, touch will occur in a displaced location on the virtual body, breaking visuo-tactile congruency. In order to hide such a touch incongruency from the participant, virtual body distortions are typically used in conjunction with restrictions in movement. For example, [@b0155] provided participants with a virtual body with an enlarged belly and were touched using a rod. Visuo-tactile congruency was achieved by restricting the rod's movement to a back- and-forth sliding while linearly offsetting the rod's virtual representation. While this procedure does install visuo-tactile congruency in the pre-defined use case, it cannot be easily generalized to other forms of self-contact. [@b0140] solved the problem more generally by defining positions in space with regards to egocentric coordinates as seen from individual bodies with specific size and proportions. While this approach can transfer body postures seamlessly between a wide range of different body shapes, the approach used in the present study furthermore extends to providing congruent touch with external objects and is comparatively easy to set up.

After the *calibration phase* was completed, the avatar was set to be visible for the participants. Standing in front of the virtual mirror, participants could now view their virtual avatar and were asked to naturally move their bodies and hands for about 20 s to make themselves familiar with this new experience. To facilitate identification with the virtual avatar as much as possible, the avatar furthermore looked into her own eyes in the mirror. While this effect goes unnoticed when participants gaze at other body parts like their hands, it matches participants' gaze in moments when they look into their own virtual eyes in the mirror, providing another cue for visuo-motor congruency. Participants were then asked to repeatedly touch their hips with both controllers for 10 s and then repeatedly touch their stomachs with both controllers for 10 s (*body examination phase*). In the $\mathit{VTClost}$-condition, participants saw the controllers slightly penetrate their virtual bodies while touching their physical bodies. By contrast, visuo-tactile congruency was still intact in the $\mathit{VTCpreserved}$-condition.

Participants were then asked to walk around both tables six times just as they had before (*walking phase*), which completed *round 1*. The body examination phase and the walking phase were repeated two more times (*round 2* and *round 3*). After each body examination phase as well as after the last walking phase, participants were asked to verbally report, on a scale from 1 to 7, how congruent they experienced their self-touch ("How well did place and time of the self-contact fit together in terms of what you saw and what you felt?") and how difficult they found balancing their body. During the walking phase, the mirror was switched off to avoid distracting the participants in their walking.

After the last walking phase, all VR equipment was taken off from the participants and they were given several questionnaires to inform us about their subjective experience during the experiment. Presence, the sense of "being there" in the virtual environment ([@b0210]), was tested using the German version of the *Igroup Presence Questionnaire* (IPQ; [@b0200]). Simulator Sickness, a problematic possible side-effect in virtual reality experiments, was tested using the *Simulator Sickness Questionnaire* (SSQ, [@b0110]). The sense of ownership over the virtual body was tested using the *Illusion of Virtual Body Ownership Questionnaire* (IVBO, [@b0185]), a questionnaire which comprises of the three scales *acceptance* (of the virtual body as one's own body), *control* (of the virtual body during movement) and *change* (of one's bodily experience due to the ownership illusion). Participants furthermore filled out a sociodemographic questionnaire. Finally, participants were asked to report their body weight and we measured their hip circumference, waist circumference, height and shoulder width. Participants were then debriefed about the purpose of the experiment and thanked for their participation.

2.4. Data processing {#s0030}
--------------------

Movement data were analyzed using R for statistical computing (version 3.2; R Development Core Team, 2015). During the walking phase in each round, participants walked the pre-defined itinerary six times (three times in each direction), each time passing all the corners of both tables placed in the middle of the laboratory room. At the same time, participants passed by the walls of the room as well as the appliance carrying the laboratory's computer and screen. Complying with the pre-registered procedure, we extracted the minimal distance, or *safety distance*, kept during each passing of the table corners facing outwards of the arrangement. We furthermore extracted safety distances kept towards the laboratory walls and the appliance positioned at the wall. We refer to the corners of the tables which mark the itinerary as *internal boundaries* of the laboratory room, and to the boundaries positioned on opposite sides as *external boundaries* of the laboratory room. We generally assumed that participants would aim to walk the pre-defined itinerary in a relatively straight-forward manner while making sure to avoid contact with any of the boundaries, thereby adapting the safety distances kept towards the boundaries according to their body's dimensions. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} schematically shows the laboratory arrangement in a top-view, with movement data from one exemplary participant in one of the four walking phases as well as the safety distances kept to each boundary. 1.91% of the individual safety distances could not be identified since participants omitted one round of walking around the tables or prematurely turned around for the next itinerary in the reverse direction. In order to exclude moments in which participants strayed off the course or accidentally came closer to a boundary than planned, we excluded safety distances which were above (0.41%) or below (0.32%) 3 standard deviations from the mean of the distribution within each individual boundary. We then aggregated data as mean values of safety distances for each participant, boundary and round.Fig. 4Schematic top-view of the laboratory arrangement. The blue line shows the position data of one exemplary participant (i.e. her body's center) as she walked around the two tables positioned in the center of the room. Red lines indicate where the distance to each table corner (the laboratory's internal boundaries) was smallest during each passing by. Orange lines indicate safety distances towards the laboratory's external boundaries. Distances on both axes are measured in meters. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3. Results {#s0035}
==========

3.1. Explicit measures of self-report {#s0040}
-------------------------------------

We first compared measures of self-reports between the two groups. Perceived congruency during self-touch as well as balance problems (recorded to distract attention away from the study's main purpose) were recorded using a single question at four points during the VR phase of the experiment. In order to trace developments in these measures over time, we computed linear models with experimental condition, point in time as well as a condition $\times$ time interaction. No predictor reached a level of statistical significance in predicting touch congruency (condition: *F*(152) = 0.59, *p* = .44, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, time: *F*(152) = 0.21, *p* = .89, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, condition $\times$ time: *F*(152) = 0.82, *p* = .48, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .02) or balance problems (condition: *F*(152) = 0.16, *p* = .69, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, time: *F*(152) = 1.74, *p* = .16, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .03, condition $\times$ time: *F*(152) = 0.26, *p* = .85, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .02). For better comparability with the other explicit measures recorded after the VR phase, we condensed measurements for touch congruency and balance problems along the four measurement points.

Self-report measures on presence (IPQ), the three facets of body ownership (IVBO), simulator sickness (SSQ), perceived physical similarity of the avatar, perceived touch congruency and balance problems are depicted in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}. Comparisons between the two groups were again made using a t-test for normally distributed variables --- which was only the case for "IVBO Change" --- and using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for non-normally distributed variables. There were no significant differences between the $\mathit{VTCpreserved}$ and the $\mathit{VTClost}$ experimental condition on any of these measures. Altogether, participants in both experimental groups gave medium to high ratings for presence, virtual body acceptance, virtual body control, similarity of the virtual body to the physical body and touch congruency, and gave low ratings for perceived change of the body image, simulator sickness and balancing problems.Fig. 5Results from questionnaires in both experimental groups. Error bars indicate SEM. Gray lines at the bottom and top of each graph indicate minimum and maximum values on the specific measure.

3.2. Walking behavior in real-life {#s0045}
----------------------------------

In analyzing participants' movement patterns while walking in the laboratory, we first inspected our core assumption that body dimensions modulate the safety distances kept towards the laboratory's boundaries. In addition to the body measures we had directly obtained from the participants, we furthermore computed the Body Mass Index (BMI, [@b0120]) and the waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), an index found to be especially diagnostic for health risks related to obesity ([@b0195]). We computed a linear model with safety distances towards the boundaries (z-standardized within each boundary) as dependent variable and each of the body measures (height, shoulder width, hips circumference, waist circumference, BMI, WHR) as well as their interaction with the boundary type (external vs. internal) as predictors. The significant predictors were the boundary type $\times$ shoulder width interaction (*F*(304) = 44.03, *p* = .001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .13), the boundary type $\times$ weight interaction (*F*(304) = 5.58, *p* = .02, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .02), the boundary type $\times$ waist circumference interaction (*F*(304) = 10.75, *p* = .01, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .03) and the boundary type $\times$ WHR interaction (*F*(304) = 27.30, *p* = .001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .08). None of the other predictors reached the level of statistical significance (hip width: *F*(304) = 0.08, *p* = .78, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, shoulder width: *F*(304) = 0.01, *p* = .92, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, weight: *F*(304) = 0.25, *p* = .62, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, height: *F*(304) = 0.54, *p* = .46, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, waist: *F*(304) = 0.37, *p* = .54, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, BMI: *F*(304) = 0.00, *p* = .98, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, WHR: *F*(304) = 0.00, *p* = .98, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, boundary type $\times$ hip width: *F*(304) = 0.14, *p* = .71, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, boundary type $\times$ height: *F*(304) = 0.24, *p* = .62, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00, boundary type $\times$ BMI: *F*(304) = 3.77, *p* = .05, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .01).

To follow up on the significant interactions with the boundary type (internal vs. external), we computed simple bidirectional Neyman-Pearson correlations between all body measures and the safety distances kept towards the boundaries, now aggregated along the four boundaries within both boundary types. As depicted in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, only the shoulder width shows a clear correlation with the safety distances kept towards the internal and external boundaries when tested in a bivariate correlation. Specifically, wider shoulders were associated both with keeping larger distances towards the external boundaries and smaller distances towards the internal boundaries. None of the other measures which reached statistical significance in the full linear model (weight, waist circumference and WHR) when considered in interaction with the boundary type remained statistically significant in the simple correlations, hinting to complex suppressor effects among the individual body measures and behavioral markers. In short, this finding indicates that in the specific experimental setup used here, having wider shoulders provoked keeping larger distances towards the external boundaries of the room, and, consequently, smaller distances to the opposing internal boundaries.Table 2Correlations between body measures and the distances kept to the internal and external boundaries during walking in the laboratory.Internal boundariesExternal boundariesCorrelationCorrelationHips−0.04 \[−0.34, 0.28\]*p* = .820.01 \[−0.31, 0.32\]*p* = .98Shoulders−0.37 \[−0.61, −0.06\]*p* = .020.36 \[0.06, 0.61\]*p* = .02Weight−0.10 \[−0.40, 0.21\]*p* = .520.11 \[−0.21, 0.41\]*p* = .50Height−0.11 \[−0.41, 0.21\]*p* = .510.18 \[−0.14, 0.46\]*p* = .28Waist−0.08 \[−0.38, 0.24\]*p* = .620.08 \[−0.24, 0.38\]*p* = .65  BMI−0.06 \[−0.36, 0.26\]*p* = .730.02 \[−0.30, 0.33\]*p* = .92WHR0.06 \[−0.26, 0.36\]*p* = .71−0.08 \[−0.38, 0.24\]*p* = .63

3.3. Modification of walking behavior in VR {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------

Next, we analyzed the development of the safety distances between both experimental groups along the three rounds in VR. Since the distances kept towards the internal and external boundaries of the scenario are partly reciprocal and redundant, we focused on the distances kept towards the external boundaries, which are associated with having wider shoulders (the analogous model of the internal boundaries showed a corresponding pattern).

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the distances aggregated along all four external boundaries, but kept in metric units for better tangibility. We compared these trajectories statistically by means of a linear model, with safety distances (again z-standardized within individual boundaries and then aggregated) of the three VR rounds as dependent variable. Safety distances in the baseline round (aggregated along the same routine), experimental group, round as well the group $\times$ round interaction were used as predictor variables. All parameters were tested for significance using an *F*-test.Fig. 6Safety distances kept towards the external boundaries in the two experimental groups in the baseline round and the three consecutive rounds in VR. Error bars indicate SEM.

We found a main effect of the baseline (*F*(115) = 61.26, *p* = .001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .35) and the experimental group (*F*(115) = 12.71. *p* = .001, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .10) but no effect of the round (*F*(115) = 0.66, *p* = .42, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .01) or the group $\times$ round-interaction (*F*(115) = 0.02, *p* = .88, $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = .00). While behavior shown in the baseline round was the strongest predictor for behavior shown in the VR rounds, participants who experienced intact visuo-tactile congruency in VR furthermore increased the safety distances compared to participants who experienced flawed visuo-tactile congruency. This difference in behavior was present across the three VR rounds, with no evidence for an increase or decline over time.

Next, we attempted to estimate the robustness of behavioral changes due to (loss of) visuo-tactile congruency across participants and across the individual boundaries in the scenario. Since the analysis above showed a linear relationship between the safety distances in the baseline round but no evidence for a modulation along the individual VR rounds, we condensed the data by subtracting the safety distances in the baseline round from the aggregated safety distances in the three VR rounds within each boundary (both external and internal). On the other hand, we now kept safety distances in the individual boundaries separate without any form of aggregation. As can be seen in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}, we found the same descriptive pattern in the behavior towards all eight boundaries: a relative increase of safety distances towards the external boundaries in participants who experienced intact visuo-tactile congruency compared to those who did not, and the reverse pattern towards the internal boundaries.

We then attempted to predict the presence of visuo-tactile congruency in each participant based on changes in safety distances toward each boundary (here again z-standardized within each boundary) using a generalized linear model (GLM, made accessible to linear modelling by means of the *probit*-function). Starting with a full model incorporating all eight boundaries, we used a backward elimination strategy to find the most parsimonious model as defined by the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The selected model used only one internal boundary (the top table corner on the right table in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}), which significantly contributed to predict presence of visuo-tactile congruency ($\beta$ = 0.20 (SE = 0.07), *p* = .01). As a litmus test for robustness across participants, we then predicted the presence of visuo-tactile congruency in a cross-validated fashion. To this end, we randomly selected ten participants from both groups, fitted a GLM with the selected predictor, and used this model to predict presence of visuo-tactile congruency in the remaining 20 participants. This procedure was repeated 10,000 times. We noted predictive accuracy in each loop and computed 95% confidence intervals (CI) in their most unadulterated form as range between the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile rank of the distribution. The model correctly predicted the presence of visuo-tactile congruency in 63.60% of the cases \[95%-CI = 50%, 80%\] and thus provides a predictive power above the chance level of 50% (see [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 7Polar histogram of the predictive accuracy when estimating the presence of visuo-tactile congruency only based on safety distances kept towards one of the internal boundaries (highlighted with a green framing in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). Predictive accuracy values were obtained by running 10,000 split-half cross-validated GLMs. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

However, since performing cross-validation on a model selected via the AIC is partly recursive ([@b0245], [@b0085]), we performed the same cross-validation procedure on the other seven boundaries aswell. For the remaining three internal boundaries, predictive accuracy was 54.90% \[95%-CI: 30%, 70%\], 56.60% \[35%, 75%\], and 52.25% \[30%, 65%\], and for the external boundaries, predictive accuracy was 67.19% \[95%-CI = 50%, 80%\], 63.59% \[45%, 80%\], 49.47% \[30%, 65%\] and 59.81% \[25%, 75%\]. The distribution of predictive accuracies for all boundaries is displayed in [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} in the same fashion as in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, but stripped of all labels for better clarity. Altogether, alterations in movement behavior were found to be robust across individual boundaries in the test environment and across individual participants. When averaged, participants showed the same descriptive pattern in movement alterations towards all boundaries in the experimental setup.Fig. 8Schematic top-view of the laboratory arrangement with changes in safety distances (visualized as arrows) kept towards each boundary in the room, defined as difference between the VR condition and the baseline condition. Changes are in metric units like the rest of the graph, but exaggerated fivefold for better visibility. Boxes around each arrow represent 95%-CI of the distance change. Polar histograms next to each boundary represent predictive accuracy in estimating the presence of visuo-tactile congruency only based on changes in safety distances kept towards the specific boundary. The polar histogram highlighted with a green framing is also shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Discussion {#s0055}
=============

The present study aimed to investigate the influence of congruent self-touch on the experience of ownership over a virtual body. In line with previous studies ([@b0220], [@b0135], [@b0165]), congruent touch did not provide any further enhancement to (any of the dimensions of) the illusion of body ownership as measured by explicit questionnaires, or to the sense of presence. This may not be surprising given that both groups in the present experiment experienced the virtual body from a first-person-perspective *and* experienced visuo-sensorimotor congruency, and previous research ([@b0135]) found a ceiling effect in reported body ownership even after providing *only* a first-person-perspective.

Moreover, participants who experienced congruent self-touch did not even report higher levels of perceived touch congruency. Instead, both groups reported experiencing touch as relatively congruent. While this finding may be interpreted as a failed manipulation check, it is also in line with previous findings showing that a strong ownership illusion can modulate the way touch is perceived, and allows for incongruent touch to be experienced as congruent. [@b0135] found that the same asynchronous stimulation was perceived as more synchronous when participants experienced intact versus impeded visuo-sensorimotor congruency, with median scores of 4 versus 1, respectively, on a scale from 0 to 7. Nonetheless, taking together results from explicit measures, we found no signs that visuo-tactile congruency as manipulated in the present study had any effect on how participants experienced their virtual body, or was even perceived at all.

By contrast, the experience of visuo-tactile congruency had marked consequences for participants' movement behavior while walking in the virtual laboratory. In line with their body schema updating to a larger body, participants who experienced intact visuo-tactile congruency with a larger body increased the safety distances towards the external boundaries of the laboratory compared to participants who experienced an enlarged virtual avatar with defective visuo-tactile congruency. This effect could not only be demonstrated at the group level and for the entire experimental setup, but was relatively robust across individual participants as well as individual marker points within the laboratory room. We therefore conclude that the experience of visuo-tactile congruency when touching one's own body is a crucial stream of information which influences the body schema to concert body movements in arrangement with constraints in the outside world.

In the specific laboratory setup used here, only the width of participants' shoulders predicted safety distances towards the boundaries while participants walked in the laboratory room prior to the VR illusion. Specifically, wider shoulders were associated with keeping larger safety distances towards the external boundaries, and consequently smaller distances towards the table corners opposing the walls along the itinerary. We were admittedly not able to predict this relationship prior to the experiment and it seems conceivable to us that the relationship between spatial setups and body movements are modulated by a variety of properties within a specific setup. For instance, the tables used in our setup are lower than people's shoulders and, unlike the external boundaries, do not pose a threat for collision with the shoulders. In our view, future research should more thoroughly investigate the interaction between an environment's dimensions and body measures in modulating movement behavior, and establish guidelines for experimental setups to make experiments more comparable across laboratories. Interestingly, the special role of the shoulders in the body image or body schema has been reported before. [@b0205] provided participants with a virtual body with a skinny belly, showed stimulation on the virtual body's belly either congruently or incongruently with physical stimulation and asked participants to estimate various dimensions of their body size. Participants reported lower shoulder width estimates after synchronous compared to asynchronous stimulation, but no differences for any other measure of body proportions were found. The authors speculate that the shoulders were especially prone to being updated in the body image as they were the only body parts which are mostly invisible to the participants and estimations need to rely more heavily on imagination.

Another interesting aspect in the study by [@b0205] as well as the present study is an apparent spreading of the ownership from the stimulated to other, non-stimulated body parts. Consider that participants moved as if their *shoulders* had become wider, although the visuo-tactile illusion of being more corpulent was initially created at the hips and the belly. Such a spreading effect was, however, also found in several previous studies and is consistent with the idea that the illusion, although triggered through only a subset of the perceptual streams available to us, nonetheless encompasses the entire body ([@b0160]).

The profound effect of visuo-tactile congruency on the body schema along with an absence of effects at the explicit level can perhaps be seen in parallel with findings on body image disturbances in AN patients. Here it was argued that explicit questions with regards to one's bodily sensations are difficult to pose in an unambiguous manner: while some AN patients may be referring to the body they visually *see*, others may be referring to their body as they *feel* it ([@b0225]). Indeed, [@b0045] found stronger overestimation when asking AN patients to state if they *felt* a distorted photo of themselves represented their true proportions compared to when asked if they *thought* this was the case, indicating a vulnerability of the effect to seemingly subtle differences in linguistic framing. Overall, while the majority of studies did find an overestimation of body size in AN in explicit measurements ([@b0075], [@b0070], [@b0060]), several did not ([@b0050], [@b0145]). [@b0150] furthermore found that both AN and bulimia nervosa (BN) patients showed stronger body size overestimation when more deictic (although still explicit) spatial measures were used compared to when more abstraction was required, i.e. in evaluating pictures of bodies. In our view, this finding provides further support for the assumption that body image (or body schema) disturbances in AN and BN might be especially prominent in less abstract, more action-oriented tasks guided by the body schema ([@b0105]).

At the same time, the precise mechanisms behind body image disturbances in AN are still debated. One prominent model emphasizes a failure to update the allocentric, autobiographical memory of one's own body ([@b0170], [@b0180]). In this model, the internal image of one's body as seen from the outside is kept at a certain state of corpulence even when novel visual or sensory input point towards a thinner body. Such an overemphasized consideration of past information and a reluctance to update a model to novel sensory stimuli was also found at a lower perceptual level: when judging the corpulence of figural images of bodies, individuals with higher eating disorder symptomatology more strongly biased their ratings towards previously seen images (*serial dependence*) compared to individuals with lower eating disorder symptomatology ([@b0005]). Along these lines, AN patients were shown to bias estimations of gravitational inflow towards their body axis in different body orientation conditions ([@b0065]), again overemphasizing memorized information over novel perceptual input.

Taken together, the present study documents a profound impact of touch congruency on the operation of the body schema during a full body ownership illusion. Participants who took ownership over a more corpulent virtual body with intact visuo-tactile congruency showed a movement behavior in line with a body schema operating for a more corpulent body compared to participants who experienced the same illusion with deteriorated visuo-tactile congruency. At the same time, none of the common explicit measures asking for body ownership or presence differentiated between the two conditions. We conclude that the body schema constitutes a more central component of body ownership than is often acknowledged in research on virtual body illusions.

More generally, the present study provides further evidence that bodily self-consciousness (BSC) does not arise from a unitary process, but instead relies on several subsystems --- only some of which build on perceptual data processed in real-time, while others rely more heavily on top-down predictions from memorized information about the body. Intriguingly, the multisensory integration processes combining the variety of signals into a sense of BSC seem to allow for interactions between information channels, as observed in an inability to detect deteriorations in visuo-tactile congruency when visuo-sensorimotor congruency is intact.

Although the basic distinction between an action-oriented, egocentric body schema and a more conscious, allocentric body image has proven practical both in research and clinical practice ([@b0250], [@b0130]), recent accounts assume a more fine-grained differentiation of subsystems to better account for such information cross-channeling. [@b0175] subdivides the body schema into a sentient body (the most basic experience of being in a body), a spatial body (allowing for a sense of self-location) and an active body (allowing for a sense of agency), while the ontogenetically later occurring body image is subdivided into a personal body (the integration of percepts into the representation of a whole body), an objectified body (allowing for a sense of being perceived by others) and a social body (allowing to reflect one's body's appearance relative to social norms). The model poses that input from different channels of perception, but also proprioception and interoception, is interpreted in the light of information stored in any of the subsystems, and that, in return, each subsystem can be selectively updated according to sensory input. With regards to this model, the present study suggests that components of the body image rely more heavily, and more rigidly, on memorized information and are not quickly updated after conflicting sensory input, even if vision and touch provide incongruent sensory cues. By contrast, body memory referring to the active body appears to be more readily updated if multi-sensory integration results in prediction errors. Note that the explicit questions posed to participants in the present study most likely addressed the personal body, but it remains unclear how the objectified body and the social body respond to or influence updates in the active body. Future research may attempt to more specifically target and measure changes in the different subsystems of BSC, i.e. by allowing for interactions with other participants in the same virtual environment in order to stimulate the objectified body, or by incorporating measures of body dissatisfaction as an expression of the social body. Furthermore, future studies should investigate changes in the body image and body schema over longer timescales, possibly triggering changes in BSC which are too inert to be activated within the short timescale of the present experiment. With regards to body image disturbances as observed in AN, it should be investigated whether the reluctance to update the objectified body and the social body according to novel input is present in the active body as well, or whether manipulations targeted at the active body may even open a novel pathway to stimulate the objectified and the social body.
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